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Statement:

The extraordinary properties of nanotechnology have prompted
research into advanced anodes and cathodes that can survive
high depths of discharge while retaining cycle lifetimes
applicable to the most challenging orbital environments. Carbon
nanotubes (CNT), a specific nanotechnology implementation,
have demonstrated the ability to increase power densities while
reducing battery mass. The complete replacement of bulk
carbons and graphites with CNT allows for a more robust anode
architecture while maintaining cycle life and energy density. The
addition of materials such as silicon and germanium, which both
have high theoretical energy density efficiencies, allow for a
battery energy density approaching two times today’s space
standard Li-ion cell. The largest challenge with these advanced
anodes is the large volume increase resulting in the loss of
conduction with the current collector, and therefore a decrease in
cycle lifetime. Through the incorporation of CNTs, these anodes
may retain their conductive connection and retain their cycle
lifetimes.

Advances in cathode development has also allowed for high
energy densities and higher depth of discharge than regularly
available for space batteries. Advanced nanostructured spinels
and phospho-olivine structures have stable, yet high energy
density states over current cathodes. The largest challenge with
these architectures is the ability to increase their cycle lives to
that necessary for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Geostationary
Orbit (GEO) applications. The addition of CNTs within these
advanced cathode architectures has demonstrated the ability to
increase power densities while maintaining cycle lifetimes.
Further refinement of these nanostructures may demonstrate
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further improvements in power density, energy density and cycle
lifetime. Removing copper from the system not only lightweights
the system but also removes the minimum voltage limit on the
battery.

Note: Zero volt batteries are batteries that can be stored at 0
(zero) voltage. This is important in situations such as satellites,
in order to enhance safety of the satellite system as it is being
stored prior to launch.

Example Approaches:

Example approaches could include:
Fabrication and test of representative lithium-ion cells as
well as feasibility studies for integration into system with
cycle lifetimes representative of LEO and GEO orbits.
Identification of carbon nanotube electrode architectures
appropriate for full battery integration.
Assessment of battery energy density using CNTs as
conductive additives, current collectors, and active
materials.
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